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ABSTRACT 
The state-of-the-art porous coatings become more and more popular in uncemented prostheses 

to make bone grow into implants for biological fixation. In this paper, graded cellular structures are 
proposed for uncemented prostheses to enhance stability on implant-bone interfaces. As an example 
study, the authors develop a new acetabular implant with gradient porosity for hip replacement. A 
gradient porous acetabular component with cellular structure could match the bone’s elasticity. 
Material is adaptively distributed from high porosity at the bone-implant interface to solid metal at the 
joint’s articulating surface. The new acetabular prosthesis would replace metal-on-polyethylene 
bearing with metal-on-metal bearing for less wear. The design problem of acetabular component is 
formulated and a requirement list is elaborated. A detailed design of the prosthesis with a graded 
cellular structure is presented. The design concept is validated with a comparison to the existing 
products according to the design requirements. 
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1 INTRODUCTION
Joint replacements with prosthesis are becoming more common as the population of the world 

begins to age. One major issue of prosthesis design is the fixation between the implants (commonly 
metals) and their surrounding bones.  Uncemented prostheses emerged as a new technology to 
biologically fix implants to bones without the use of cement. Recent clinical results show that 
uncemented prostheses reduce the aseptic loosening rate and thigh pain in hip replacement [1]. The 
uncemented prostheses use porous metal surfaces to allow bone ingrowth into the surrounding 
prostheses as shown in Figure 1 [2, 3]. The uncemented prostheses are coated with multiple layers of 
micro-porous metal [1, 2]  The bone ingrowth into the coating provides additional bonding strength to 
hold the implant in the desired position.

Researchers have developed various porous coating techniques for biological ingrowth. 
Typical porous surfaces are plasma sprayed surfaces, sintered beaded surfaces with large spheres, 
sintered beaded surfaces with small spheres, and diffusion-bonded fiber-metal surfaces [4]. Popular 
metal coating materials are titanium and tantalum. Common porous coatings have a volume porosity 
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between 30-70%, with an average pore size ranging between 100 and 1000 m , and a coating 
thickness between 500 and 1500 m  [5]. The experimental data shows that a mean pore size 

200 m and porosity 40%  are experimentally optimal for bone ingrowth [4].  

The current coating techniques provide arguably sufficient bone ingrowth to enhance the 
implant fixation. The fatigue failure on the implant-bone interface has not been significantly reduced 
due to a sharp difference among the elastic modulii of the solid metal implant, coating, and bone. The 
coating porosity and thickness may not be the best for bone ingrowth since most of the implant is solid 
and has a higher effective density. The porous coating is uniformly applied onto the implant and the 
thickness cannot exceed 1500 m . The interconnectivity in the coating is limited because the only 
currently available coating particle geometries are spheres, beads, and diffused fibers [4].  

A graded cellular structure can provide an adaptive and ordered porosity distribution. As 
displayed in Figure 2, the graded cellular structure gradually can change from thin struts with high 
porosity and small elasticity on the exterior boundary to thick struts with low porosity and large 
elasticity on the inner boundary. In this paper, the authors propose to use graded cellular structures in 
prostheses to enhance joint stability after implantation.  

Figure 1. Uncemented metal-bone 
interface with porous metal coating 

in prosthesis [1, 2] 

Figure 2. An example of cylindrical graded cellular structures 
(top view) 

The bone ingrowth into the porous implant is greatly influenced by the chemical, mechanical 
and geometric characteristics of the porous coatings in the uncemented prostheses. An elastic modulus 
matches to the surrounding bone, larger pore spaces, higher porosity and interconnectivity, and 
improved surface bioactivity can significantly increase bone growth into the gap region and porous 
coating [6]. The implant with a matching elastic modulus to the bone has less damage on neighboring 
tissues and a higher fatigue resistance at the bone-implant interface [7]. Higher porosity, higher 
interconnectivity, and larger pore spaces can improve the surface bioactivity with more breathability to 
enhance bone ingrowth for stronger prosthesis fixation [4, 8].

The authors present an example of an acetabular component using graded cellular structures for 
hip replacement. The new prosthesis design can gradually change its elastic modulus, achieve high 
porosity and pore interconnectivity, and reduce wear rate at the implant-bone interface.  
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2 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR ACETABULAR COMPONENT IN HIP 
REPLACEMENT 

A conventional acetabular component usually consists of a polyethylene liner and metal shell. 
In this research, the acetabular component is designed as a single hemispherical part shown in Figure 3 
(measurements taken from CAD models supplied by [9]). The measured dimensions of the femoral 
component, femur and Ilium, the inner and outer radii of the acetabular component are 13.89 mm and 
29.50 mm respectively, and the resulting acetabular thickness is 15.61 mm. The gap between the 
implant and bone must be less than 0.5 mm to allow bone growth into the implant. The total geometric 
tolerance (resulting from design, manufacturing, and installation) of the hemispheric implant should be 
no more than 0.5mm, thus the outer radius should be 29.50±0.25 mm. The inner surface as the 
prosthesis’ articulating surface should be very smooth and is usually polished. The interior region of 
Ilium surrounding the acetabular component is spongy bone with an average elasticity of 1 GPa, and 
yield strength of 5 MPa. The exterior region of Ilium is compact bone with average elasticity of 16 
GPa and yield strength of 175 MPa. The elasticity of the designed acetabular component is desired to 
gradually change from 1 GPa at its exterior boundary to match the elasticity of Ilium’s spongy bone. 
Before the insertion of acetabular component, the compact bone in the acetabulum area is reamed and 
the interior spongy bone directly contact the implant [10, 11]. 

Ilium 

Femur 

Hip prosthesis 

Femoral 
component

Acetabular 
component

(a) Overall view of in-situ hip prosthesis (b) Close view of in-situ hip prosthesis 
Figure 3. New hip prosthesis using a single-piece acetabular component of cellular structure for 

enhanced stability 

 In Table-1, the authors elaborate on a design requirement list of an acetabular component for 
total hip replacement. These requirements represent the design objective, constraints, development 
demands (D) and wishes (W). The demands are mandatory to satisfy while the wishes should be met 
to a maximum extent. The objective is to design an acetabular component for better stability than 
current designs under the design constraints for geometry, material, mechanical and biological 
properties, manufacturing, and installation.
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Table-1. Requirement list of designing acetabular component for enhanced stability 
Requirement list for acetabular component of hip 
replacement  

Issued on: 10/11/2005 

Problem Statement:
Design a acetabular 
component for 
enhanced stability 

Design Diseased hip 
joint geometry

Highly stable
acetabular 
component 

D/W Requirements 

D

D
W

D

D
D
W
W

D
W

D
W
W

W

1. Geometry  
1.1. Shape fitness (inner radius: 13.89mm; outer radius: 29.50mm; gap between implant 

and bone 0.5mm )
1.2. Cellular architecture (not discussed in this paper) 
1.3. Appropriate porosity ( 40%  on implant-bone interface; solid on joint articulating 

interface)
1.4. Pore size ( 0.2mm ; avoid space collapse and best interconnectivity)  

2. Mechanical properties
2.1. Comparable elasticity to bone; graded change.
2.2. Adequate strength ( 500MPa  on articulating surface) 
2.3. High fatigue resistance ( 400MPa  on articulating surface for 10 million cycles) 
2.4. Less wear and small debris  

3. Biological properties
3.1. Biocompatible with bone  
3.2. Less or no thrombophlebitis or infection  

4. Manufacturability
4.1. Manufacturable
4.2. Less delivery time  
4.3. Lower cost

5. Installation  
5.1. Less or no assembly  

3 MATERIAL SELECTION AND MANUFACTURING PROCESS  
The first design issue is the material selection for best biocompatibility and sufficient 

mechanical strength. Biocompatible polymer and ceramic scaffolds (such as polyethylene) have been 
extensively studied for prosthesis components [12]; however, the mechanical properties of the polymer 
scaffolds are insufficient to support bone growth under loading conditions, and the ceramic scaffolds 
are too brittle. A few metal scaffolds, such as titanium and tantalum foam can provide sufficient 
strength and fatigue resistance because they maintain sufficient mechanical strength and fatigue 
resistance over extended periods in vivo [13]. Porous titanium as well as porous titanium coating have 
been successful at encouraging bone ingrowth both in vivo and in clinical trials [4, 14]. Moreover, 
titanium possesses excellent biocompatibility with body tissues and is widely used as an implant 
material. Titanium has excellent fatigue and corrosion resistances. A typical titanium alloy, Ti-6Al-
4V, has a yield Strength 900 MPa, ultimate tensile strength 960 MPa, elasticity modulus 110 GPA, 
and hardness 35 Rc. However, it has a known drawback of its poor resistance to wear, and notch 
sensitivity when used as bearing material [16]. Tantalum carbide coating is a good candidate for 
protective hard coatings against wears in sliding applications; therefore, a layer of tantalum carbide 
coating (780±50nm thick and 53±4% carbon content) may be applied to the articulating surfaces to 
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reduce the wear [17]. The sliding wear resistance test on a conventional ball-on-disc test apparatus 
demonstrated that the friction coefficient of tantalum carbide (low carbon) coated surface can be as 
low as 0.15, which is comparable to the friction coefficient of untreated graphite, 0.14 [18]. In our 
design, titanium alloy has been selected as the material for cellular structure and solid liner of the 
acetabular component, and a layer of tantalum carbide will be applied as a coating on the liner’s 
articulating surface. 

With the development of additive manufacturing (AM) processes (also known as rapid 
prototyping), the manufacture of graded cellular structures becomes feasible. AM is capable to 
manufacture the entire acetabular component as a single part without assembly [19, 20]. AM processes 
have the potential to manufacture the acetabular component including the porous structure and solid 
liner section as a single part without assembly as well as with varying architecture, porosity, and pore 
size of the cellular structure. Selective Laser Melting (SLM) is one of the possible processes to 
manufacture 3-D porous metallic structures using a variety of material options, including stainless 
steel, titanium, and chromium-cobalt [21, 22]. SLM resolution is capable of fabricating a strut 
diameter as small as 0.1mm. The inner surface may be polished to an average roughness of 60nm for 
better smoothness and coated with a layer of tantalum carbide via vapor deposition [17].

4 MATCHING ELASTIC MODULII WITH GRADED CELLULAR STRUCTURE  
A high porosity is required for adequate bone ingrowth into the implant to create adequate 

fixation to withstand normal physiological loading. Additionally, the implant’s mechanical properties 
should closely match the host’s tissue properties at the time of implantation [23, 24]. Since the 
acetabular component is surrounded by the acetabulum’s spongy bone (after implantation), the desired 
elasticity of exterior layer of cellular structure in the acetabular component should be 1 GPa.  

The microstructure of a graded cellular structure can be modeled as a unit truss with a desired 
elastic modulus value depending upon the truss diameter. An octet unit truss structure has been chosen 
for this study and two octet trusses with different strut diameters are shown in Figure 4. The elastic 
modulus of the implanted acetabular component is desired to change gradually from 0 1.0E GPa  at 
its boundary, (the Ilium bone) to 110sE GPa  of the solid titanium. The effective elasticity of the unit 
truss, effE , is defined in Equation 1 [25] where hL  denotes the half-strut length and d  denotes the strut 
diameter. To match the desired elasticity at the exterior surface (the Ilium bone), the effective 
elasticity effE  needs to be as close to 0 1.0E GPa as possible. Therefore, using Equation 2, the 

calculated ratio between the strut diameter and half-strut length is 0.1241
h

d
L

. The resulting 

slenderness ratio, 4 32.2hLSR
d

, is less than the critical slenderness ratio, 34.73crSR , of a single 

titanium alloy strut with both ends clamped for the buckling consideration. Hence, yield always occurs 
earlier than buckling when the cellular structure fails.   
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(a) 0.1241
h

d
L

, 32.2SR  (b) 0.50
h

d
L

, 8.0SR

Figure 4. Graphical representation of a unit truss of the octet truss structure 

2

0.5904eff s
h

dE E
L

Equation 1 

0.5904
eff

h s

Ed
L E

Equation 2 

4

where,
               Length of the entire strut 
               Radius of strut cross-section

hLLSR
r d

L
r

Equation 3 

The lower bound of 0.1241
h

d
L

 is chosen to match the elasticity of the Ilium bone and the 

upper bound of 0.5773
h

d
L

 is set to avoid close-cell in the graded cellular structure as discussed in 

the next section. The strut diameter linearly changes from 0.1241
h

d
L

 at the exterior surface of the 

cellular structure to 0.5773
h

d
L

 at the interior surface. Hence, the effective elastic modulus of the 

resulting cellular structure gradually changes from 1.0GPa  to 21.68GPa  as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Effective elasticity as a function the 
ratio of the strut diameter and half-strut length 

Figure 6. Porosity decreases as diameter increases 

5 POROSITY AND PORE SIZE OF GRADED CELLULAR STRUCTURE  
A high degree of interconnected porosity can significantly help bone growth into the implant 

[13]. A porosity of 90% is recommended for optimum diffusive transport within a cell–scaffold 
construct under in vitro conditions [23]. The advantages of scaffold constructed with large surface area 
to volume ratio has been discussed and demonstrated [24].  

The material volume and surface area of the unit trusses with various strut diameters are 
measured from their solid models. The porosity and surface/volume ratio decreases when the ratio 

between the strut diameter and strut half-length increase, as displayed in Figure 6. When 0.1241
h

d
L

,

the porosity can reach as high as 91.17% and create a section of the cellular structure having an 

excellent diffusive transporting capability; conversely, the porosity approaches 0% when 
h

d
L

 is 

approximately 0.65. The strut diameter is restricted by the thickness of the solid section (skin of the 
cellular structure innert ) to avoid the strut obtrusion from the inner surface of the solid skin section; 

hence,
2 inner
d t  must be satisfied to avoid the strut obtrusion.

For example, when the skin thickness is set as 3innert mm , the strut diameter must 

satisfy, 2 6innerd t mm . The authors have set 1 0.5773
3h

d
L

 for the struts connected to the solid 

section. When 1
3h

d
L

, the cellular structure becomes a close-cell (zero opening, 10.13% porosity), 

which does not allow for bone ingrowth. Thus, the porosity of the designed graded cellular structure 
gradually changes from 91.17% to 10.13% (Ilium bone to inner cup). The surface/volume ratio is 
proportional to the inverse of half strut length, therefore, when evaluating the influence from strut 
diameter on the surface/volume ratio, the relative surface/volume ratio can be used after multiplying 
the surface/volume ratio by half the strut length, which avoids using half the strut length parameter. 
The relative surface/volume ratio gradually decreases from 1.61 at the exterior surface to 0.35 at the 
inner surface as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Relative surface/material volume ratio 
decreases as diameter increases 

Figure 8. Pore size of octet truss 

Brandon has researched various metallic coatings used in hip implants and has determined that 
the total amount of bone ingrowth does not significantly differ for pore sizes ranging between 200 and 
450 μm, but was significantly less for a pore size of 140 μm [4]. Therefore, the optimal pore size for 
hip implants should be greater than 200 μm. Unfortunately, there is a lacking in literature concerning 
the maximum allowable pore size.  

In our designed graded cellular structure of the acetabular component, the strut diameter starts 
from 100 μm at the outer surface of the cellular section. Therefore, to exactly match the spongy bone’s 
elasticity 0 1.0E GPa , the half-strut length hL  should be 805.8 μm as determined by Equation 4.  

100 805.8
0.1241 0.1241h

d mL m Equation 4 

The designed cellular structure must be open-cell; otherwise, the bone cannot grow into the 
implant. If the strut diameter increases, the pore size decreases, which results in a closed-cell structure, 
and is undesirable. The authors provide the largest opening size 

maxpL  of the triangular face of an octet 
truss (defined in Equation 5 and displayed in Figure 8). The pore size is defined as the average 
opening size of its triangular face and presented as Equation 6. To ensure a valid open-cell cellular 
structure for bone ingrowth, the pore size must be larger than zero. Therefore, the strut diameter must 

satisfy 2 1.155
3h

d
L

(determined from Equation 6). The pore size can be computed using the strut 

length and two strut diameters; with 805.8hL m  and 100d m  ( 0.1241
h

d
L

), the corresponding 

pore size is 622.8pL m , and with 805.8hL m  and 465.2d m  ( 0.5773
h

d
L

), the 

corresponding pore size is 348.9pL m .
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max

3 33 , when 
2 2

30,                    when 
2

h h

p

h

L d L d
L

L d
Equation 5 

max

3 3 3, when 
2 4 2

2 30,               when 
2

h h
p

p

h

dL L dL
L

L d
Equation 6 

From the above study, the geometric specification for an acetabular component as a graded 
cellular structure is summarized in Figure 9.  

1. Liner section in hemispherical shape  
1.1. Outer radius: 1 16.89R mm
1.2. Inner radius: 2 13.89R mm

2. Cellular section in hemispherical shape  
2.1. Outer radius: 0 29.50R mm
2.2. Inner radius: 1 16.89R mm

3. Cellular architecture: octet truss  
3.1. Average strut length: 

2 1.611hL L mm
3.2. Strut diameter: gradually (linearly) 

increasing from 100d m  to 
465.2d m

Figure 9. Geometric specification of graded cellular structure 

 The CAD model of the resulting acetabular component (including graded cellular structure 
and titanium liner) is shown Figure 10 and Figure 11, (there are 79978 struts and 15311 nodes in this 
cellular structure). The strut diameters change linearly with respect to the distance between the strut 
and hemisphere center, (increase in strut diameter from exterior to inner surface). The CAD model has 
been created using a hybrid geometric modeling approach [26].  

Thin struts: 100
Porosity: 91.17%

1eff

d m

E GPa

Thick struts: 465.2
Porosity: 10.13%

21.7eff

d m

E GPa

Solid, Porosity: 0%
110E GPa

Tantalum 
carbide coating 

Figure 10. A cross-section view of the STL model of the new acetabular component with graded 
cellular structure 
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Figure 11. The entire new acetabular component 
with graded cellular section 

Figure 12. Mechanics analysis using 1/12 of the 
new acetabular component 

6 MECHANICS ANALYSIS OF THE CELLULAR STRUCTURED ACETABULAR 
COMPONENT AND VALIDATION OF THE CONCEPTUAL DESIGN   

The hip joint contact area and pressure distribution during activities of daily living vary from 
one movement and to another and are relatively complicated. Yoshida has determined that the peak 
pressure of moderate magnitude is located at the lateral roof of the acetabulum during fast, normal, 
and slow walking. The peak pressure is located at the edge of the posterior horn during standing up, 
sitting down, and knee bending motions [27]. The peak pressure varies from 2.87MPa during slow 
walking to 9.36MPa during sitting down.

For simplicity, the authors have analyzed 1/12 of the acetabular component (shown in Figure 
12) and applied a uniform pressure, 9.36MPa, onto the acetabular cup (titanium liner). The external 
surface is fixed in all 6 degrees of freedom. There are a total of 1255 nodes attached to the inner 
surface (with an area of 2149.4mm ) and each node bears an equivalent 1.1N force along the radial 
direction of the hemispherical cup. The maximum stress among all struts is 23.6MPa with a maximum 
deflection among all nodes is 0.028mm . The total strain energy stored in the cellular structure is 
0.163N mm . The effective elasticity of the cellular section in the radial direction is 3.81 GPa, while 
the effective elasticity is 1.27 GPa at the outer surface and 23.9 GPa at the inner surface. 

The design of new acetabular component is validated through a critical evaluation with the 
design requirements elaborated in Table-1 and a comparison with current designs is shown in Table-2. 
A “+” and “-” denote whether the new design is superior to the existing designs, while a “0” denotes 
no improvement over the current design. All the demand requirements (D) were satisfied and most of 
wish requirements (W) were accommodated with improved results.  

7 CONCLUSIONS 
The authors successfully use a graded cellular structure in designing an uncemented acetabular 

prosthesis for enhanced stability on implant-bone interface. The new design of the acetabular 
component matches the elasticity of the surrounding bone and gradually changes from high porosity at 
the implant-bone interface to solid metal at the liner section. Other issues, such as material selection, 
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manufacturing process, pore sizes, surface/volume ratio have been discussed. The interconnectivity of 
cellular structure is superior to the porous metal, which are commonly spherical particles or diffused 
fibers. The elasticity of cellular structure is reconfigurable to match bone’s elasticity, while the porous 
metal is uniform and determined by the manufacturing process and material. The new acetabular 
component has better fatigue strength and significantly less wear since the metal-on-metal bearing 
replaces the metal-on-polyethylene bearing. Less assembly is required due to fewer parts.

In order to get closer to transfer this technology to clinical application, several unanswered 
questions related to implant design must be addressed in the future before a transfer of this technology 
to clinical trials can be conducted. The architecture type (one of the morphology issue other than 
porosity and pore size), physical prototyping, part inspection method, and physical experiments for 
mechanical property analysis have yet to be currently resolved.  
Table-2 Critical evaluations on the designed acetabular component 

D
/
W

Criteria +
/-

Comments: comparison with existing acetabular 
cup with porous coating 

 1. Geometry    
D 1.1. Shape fitness (inner radius: 13.89mm; 

outer radius: 29.50mm; gap between 
implant and bone 0.5mm )

- Gap could be greatly influenced by the manufacturing 
(e.g. SLM), not as good as existing designs. But it 
could reach the requirement.  

W 1.2. Cellular architecture  + Type of architecture was not discussed in this research, 
however capable to provide various architectures. 
Existing designs have limitation from coating 
techniques.  

W 1.3. Appropriate porosity ( 40%  on 
implant-bone interface; solid on joint 
articulating interface) 

+ 90.17% at the implant-bone interface, solid in liner 
section. Superior to the existing porous coating.  

D 1.4. Pore size ( 0.2mm ; avoid space 
collapse and best interconnectivity)  

+ Satisfied: average pore size 1.1mm at the implant-bone 
interface; good interconnectivity.  

 2. Mechanical properties    
D 2.1. Comparable elasticity to bone; gradual 

change.
+ Satisfied: gradually from 0 1.0E GPa  to 

110sE GPa
D 2.2. Adequate strength ( 500MPa  on 

articulating surface) 
0 Satisfied: 900MPa in liner section.  

W 2.3. High fatigue resistance ( 400MPa  on 
articulating surface for 10 million cycles) 

+ 700MPa in tantalum carbide coating[28]; 420MPa in 
solid titanium alloy.  

W 2.4. Less wear and small debris  + Tantalum carbide coating greatly reduces the friction 
and wear rate. Metal wear debris is in nano-scale.  

 3. Biological properties    
D 3.1. Biocompatible with bone  0 Satisfied: perfect biocompatibility between titanium 

and tissue.
W 3.2. Less or no vein inflammation, infection   Not evaluated yet.  
 4. Manufacturability    

D 4.1. Manufacturable  - Satisfied: minimum manufacturable feature size can be 
0.1mm by SLM  

W 4.2. Less delivery time  0 A few days.  
W 4.3. Lower cost - High cost of using rapid prototyping. But acceptable.  
 5. Installation    

W 5.1. Less or no assembly  + The regular polyethylene liner is removed. Less 
assembly required.  
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